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Only get when its on sale 50% off. Recommended due to permanent boosts.. Overpriced even on half price. Don't waste money
on this game. The phoenix is like a T2 ship anyway after the last patch.. The good, the bad, and the very ugly. The good: +15k
GS +3 fleet strength Grim and Phoenix, both rank 8 ships, can help you farming resources for destroyer/premium/special ships.
+1 month licence The bad: +10% more credits alone is just not enough, there should be +1 loot search here too. again the same
colour schemes. and again, you pay more, but you're not getting more. The very ugly: overpriced, even at 50%.. The good, the
bad, and the very ugly. The good: +15k GS +3 fleet strength Grim and Phoenix, both rank 8 ships, can help you farming
resources for destroyer/premium/special ships. +1 month licence The bad: +10% more credits alone is just not enough, there
should be +1 loot search here too. again the same colour schemes. and again, you pay more, but you're not getting more. The
very ugly: overpriced, even at 50%.. Overpriced even on half price. Don't waste money on this game. The phoenix is like a T2
ship anyway after the last patch.. Well worth it, cool ships and alot of customs + standards. Only get when its on sale 50% off.
Recommended due to permanent boosts.
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